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Free manuals for repairing mobile phones using the Internet, gaining access to relevant manuals, sematics, manuals or tutorials. You will also need a lot of practice and have to do trial and error until you learn a certain skill perfectly. The articles discuss how to use different tools, how to check the different parts and components inside the
mobile phone, the description of the components of the motherboard and everything you need to know. We also provide here tips for starting and running your own business on repairing mobile phones. To follow our items just do the exchange to help the world follow this free guide and thank you Free and Professional Mobile Phone
Repair Guide Content How to use a multi-meter mobile phone repair How to make a jumper (Jumpers) in mobile phones How to check or check the screen (LCD) of a mobile phone How to check the cell phone battery with a multi-meter How to check and repair the microphone in mobile phones How to check the digital cell phone
microphone How to check the top talking (speaker) in mobile phones How to check the tracks on the motherboard of the mobile phone How to use a hot station in cell phone repair How to repair a smartphone gets into the water Security codes by default of all mobile phones How to use an ultrasonic cleaning machine in the repair of a
mobile phone How to format a mobile phone, To remove viruses Put up a successful 6-point mobile phone repair company How to check the ringtone in mobile phones How to check short circuit in Mobile Phones How to Solve the problem of short circuit in mobile phones List of all defects in mobile phones Mobile phone repair guide for
beginners Lu 63627 times Last change on Wednesday , 01 November 2017 20:11 You read The Free preview page 2 is not displayed in this preview. Book of Reparations Phone Portable Pdf Montreal Book of Reparations Phone Portable Pdf Montreal Reparations Book Portable Pdf Montreal Book of Reparations Phone Portable Pdf
Montreal Book of Reparations Phone Portable Pdf Montreal Book of Reparations Phone Portable Pdf Montreal Book of Reparations Phone Pdf The Montreal Pdf image is not available for color: In this section, you'll find all our tips for repairing your phone. We have made a preconception that fixing your smartphone should be available to
everyone. This is not the prerogative of experts or eminent technicians. Each user should be able to get to repair their phone on their own. That's why SOSav decided to offer phone repair tutorials available for free. So you have no more excuses ... We want phone repairs to be a real option and a viable alternative, rather than immediately
considering switching devices in the event of a break-up or breakdown. Especially since most of the time, it is a minor problem that everyone is able to solve with little patience, attention to detail and good advice through our free tutorials. How to fix a broken smartphone? We have been keeping our smartphone on average for almost 2
years. It's too little... And since it is an important object in our daily lives, almost everyone has ever experienced a breakdown or a break. This may be a simple transitional error, but worries can be a little more serious by asking for more intervention or even starting to repair your phone! But it is not inevitable, because everyone can be in
this case and SOSav is there to help you dedramatize. If you're faced with a cracked screen, a rapidly depleting battery, a frozen touchscreen, a camera that no longer shoots, or for any other problem, you're in the right place to get your phone back on track! In this section you'll find thousands of free, detailed and graphic repair guides to
help you overcome most of the common outages on your mobile phone. Thousands of tutorials are present in this section, on the biggest brands on the market: Samsung, iPhone, Sony, Huawei, Wiko, OnePlus, LG, HTC, Nokia, Microsoft, Xiaomi, etc. The SOSav team decorates this section with free repair guides with new new
demolitions every week. We definitely offer tutorials on the latest mobile models, bestsellers, but also more exotic models, if possible. Our goal is to facilitate phone repair through true sharing of knowledge and experience. We want to create a real database to repair the phone with free guides, up to date with the latest from the big brands.
It's all together that we can win the battle of programmed obsolescence, which is why we're doing it so that repairing your smartphone becomes a real reflex for ordinary people. Nowadays manufacturers make it seem like it's hard or impossible to fix your smartphone yourself when you have evidence here that it's not! Urban legend that
we want to fight our funds: these free phone repair tutorials! SOSav experts are working to share with you all their know-how to help you overcome all the little daily problems your phone may face. You will soon realize that 80% of failures can be fixed: black LCD screen, broken glass, HS battery, charging problem and so many worries
that can be solved with little patience and good advice. And if it's deoxidation after the phone falls into the water, you'll also find guides in another section. It is important to deoxidize the phone that has fallen into the water before you can repair it and change any components damaged by the dive. In short, you have all the advice you need.
And if you still have doubts, we even offer video guides on our YouTube channel because phone repair has no limit and we want to invade all platforms to inform him :) Repairing a damaged smartphone has one advantage: saving money! Yes, repairing the phone has a cost and you can limit it by operating it yourself! It costs three times
less than going through a professional. What for? Because the workforce is you! Just! The only cost to you is a smartphone spare room and tools and you will find everything you need on SOSav. Otherwise, there is only your motivation and our free guide, which you can count on. And of course, we're not even talking about saving phone
repairs compared to the price of a new device, so the difference is egregious. Choose to repair your smartphone, it's also to have the pride of having achieved what you thought was impossible not so long ago! Feel free to share your success with your loved ones or leave us comments on various social networks to entice other users to
get into phone repairs. You can almost add it to your resume, but we still don't have this requirement :p And there's another bonus since smartphone repair allows e-waste without throwing away the device that is still functioning. A principle that is close to our heart in SOSav, because the fight against programmed obsolescence is the
nerve of our war! Why change mobile phones to a simple broken screen or use a battery? A question that won't even ask about your car, for example. At a time when environmental issues are more than central to our society, it is everyone's duty to make a gesture to the environment on our scale. And phone repair is one of them. In short,
you have everything to get, repair your mobile phone to extend its lifespan. Are you fans of your smartphone and motivated to get into phone repair, but did you know the history of mobile phones before you know what they are today? The first mobile phone was launched on March 6, 1983, its invention attributed to Martin Cooper, Director
of Research and Development at Motorola. An invention that continues to evolve over time, where the first phones had only one goal: to be able to call almost anywhere. The new generation of mobile phones is now as powerful as some computers and offer a very large number of features. This evolution is driven by the democratization of
smartphones, real mini-computers, which makes the call function now almost a secondary element of the phone. And if the greatest success of the first mobile phones were aimed at resistance, it is not quite the main goal of the current manufacturers. The days of the Nokia 3310 and its cousins ended when there was no camera and the
battery was easily removable. Now it's time for a performance race where the smartphone seems to form one unit, and yet phone repair is still possible! This is even important given the exorbitant prices for current mobile phones! Repairing a smartphone can extend the life of the device and save money. Since it is an important object for
your daily life and even your work, you have probably invested in adequate protection. But this is not always enough, and accidents happen to everyone, even the best. But phone repair tends to democratize, at a time when do It Yourself is fashionable. Having an environmentally responsible consumption, it also means repairing your
phone, as it is a device that you use every day. Don't fall into the vicious circle of programmed obsolescence launched by builders! Follow the advice of our technicians in our tutorials and feel free help in the event of a blockage. Lock. livre de reparation telephone portable pdf
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